
The first step-examining the horse at the stable. A holistic approach by a clinician and a rehab
vet with dr Sue Dyson and Karin Leibbrandt DVM

A unique course for vets who have sport horses under care. Your tutors, experienced veterinarians, 
who are riders themselves, will give you invaluable insight into evaluation of horses's lameness, 
training and riders skill as well. The correct training of the horse is one of the most important 
factors for keeping him a healthy athlete performing at his best.
The best vet is the one, that can identify subtle lameness and does not overlook the importance of 
early diagnosis. 

When:
16-17 marca 2020

Where:
Dwór Leńcze
 Leńcze 239
34-142 Leńcze
Poland

Entry*: 3000 PLN

Delegates that register for all three workshops with dr Sue Dyson receive 500 PLN discount.

Price includes: participation in workshop, workshop notes, lunch & coffee breaks, dinner on 
Monday.

Limit: 25 delegates

Additional information:

- The nearest airport is Kraków Balice (KRK)

- Accomodation possible on site, if needed we offer transfer from airport to venue.

- Equitopia Centre has prepared a very informative on-line course with dr Dyson about the 
ethogram. We highly recommend it and it will be a great advantage for course preparation.

https://www.equitopiacenter.com/shop/how-to-recognize-the-24-behaviors-indicating-pain-in-the-
ridden-horse-dr-sue-dyson/

- Please contact me on a.palichleb@gmail.com to complete registration and if any further questions 
arises.

Workshop Programme

Monday 16 th March

8.30-9.00 Registration

9.00-11.15 Correct training and fundamentals of successful rehab (KL)

mailto:a.palichleb@gmail.com
https://www.equitopiacenter.com/shop/how-to-recognize-the-24-behaviors-indicating-pain-in-the-ridden-horse-dr-sue-dyson/
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11.15-11.45 Break

11.45-13.00 Ethogram (SD)

13.00-14.00 Lunch

14.00-15.15 Clinical examination-demo (SD)

15.15-16.15 Fascia manipulation (KL)

16.15-16.45 Break

16.45-17.15 Work in groups

17:15-18:00 Work in groups

Tuesday 17th March

9.00-10.15 Is the problem the horse, the rider or the saddle or a combination? (SD)

10.15-10.45 Break

10.45-12.00 Case study. Vet and rider cooperation (KL)

12.00-13.00 Lunch

13.00-15.00 Work in groups

15.00-15.30 Work in groups

15.30-17.00 Case studies and discussion


